MOBILITY: IT’S WHAT WE DO.

As smartphones, tablets and notebooks grow in numbers and complexity, your organization needs a mobile strategy to help keep up. We get it. Which is why we don’t stop at offering you the devices you and your employees need. We give you the people, the products and the plan to help you integrate, control and simplify them, too.

WE’VE GOT THE PEOPLE.

ACCOUNT MANAGERS
Every CDW customer is paired with a dedicated account manager who serves as a single point of contact for all technology requirements. Committed to understanding your organization’s unique needs, goals and budget, they work with the rest of the team to engineer a customized mobility solution.

MOBILITY SOLUTION ARCHITECTS
Our mobility solution architects work with your dedicated account manager to design a Total Mobility Management solution that solves your current challenges and provides you with a path to achieve your mobility vision in the future.

WIRELESS NETWORK DELIVERY ENGINEERS
From initial assessment and design to implementation and ongoing network management, our wireless network delivery engineers can guide you through every step of your wireless networking investment to support your mobility efforts.

WE’VE GOT THE PARTNERS.

As an authorized Apple® reseller, CDW carries a wide range of Apple products for all your mobility needs and organizational requirements, including iPad®, iPod®, Mac®, Apple TV®, AppleCare® Protection Plan and accessories. We can even custom configure your devices for you, so they arrive ready to go, right out of the box.

Learn more about CDW solutions and the latest Apple products at CDW.com/appleintheenterprise

WE’VE GOT THE PLAN.

Take a comprehensive approach to mobility with CDW Total Mobility Management. Instead of just providing software, services and platforms, we combine our expertise, partners and solutions to help you simplify and control all aspects of mobility in your organization. Here’s how it works:

1. PLAN
We can help you define a strategy, roadmap or policy, and ensure you have the right network and security.

2. ENABLE
CDW's Mobility Management Portal enables cross-carrier device selection and provisioning.

3. PROTECT
We can help you protect your mobile environment with centralized management tools.

4. SUPPORT
We offer 24x7 help desk support for users and can also provide remote MDM administrative support for IT.

5. EMPOWER
We can assist with customized app development, collaboration and a branded employee app store.
WE GET IT.

10 ways we can help make mobility work for you:

1. Application Installation
   We install and customize your in-house platforms and native apps.

2. Hardware Configuration
   We install memory and hard drives to your specifications.

3. Software Customization
   Simplify deployment by letting CDW install and integrate software.

4. Asset Management
   We can tag your hardware for easy tracking online at CDW.com.

5. Broadband Activation
   We can activate your devices prior to shipping.

6. Professional Services
   Our professional services group can help ensure fast and accurate deployment.

7. Personalization
   We can customize devices with logo branding and laser etching.

8. Authorized Service Provider
   We’re authorized to make after-factory upgrades and repairs.

9. Lower Cost
   We handle configuration to reduce downtime and the need for outside consultants.

10. Faster Shipping
    Two-thirds of our orders ship the same day. Orders received before 1 p.m. ship overnight.

CUSTOM MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Just as you trust CDW to connect you with the right hardware and software partners, you can look to CDW to connect you to leading enterprise mobile app solutions and the developers who create them.

Learn more at CDW.com/appmarketplace

SEE FOR YOURSELF.

CASE STUDY: Handheld Hospitality

For Hyatt Hotels, happy customers are critical to a healthy bottom line. So when the hotel chain learned that tablet devices could help significantly improve guest satisfaction, it decided to equip employees around the globe. By configuring hundreds of iPad devices and other mobile devices from Apple, we gave Hyatt employees the power to greatly enhance the customer experience. According to the surveys that followed, guest satisfaction shot up 20 percent.

SEE HOW WE DID IT >>
Click on “iPad at Work” at CDW.com/appleintheenterprise

To learn more about CDW Total Mobility Management, call 800.800.4239 or visit CDW.com/tmm